
55 NVR - 85 SERIES CAMERA - ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
FACIAL DETECTION & HUMAN/VEHICLE DETECTION SET UP GUIDE

One feature only per channel - both facial detection AND human/vehicle detection can not be enabled
at the same time. Choose one or the other.

A I:
SETUP > FACE DETECTION:

CHANNEL: Select channel.
SWITCH: Turn the feature on/off for the selected camera.
VISIBLE AREA: Enabled or Disable. When enabled a frame
or outline will appear around detected faces.

RULE KIND: Rect  OR  Line
A - Rect = Facial detection within a defined area.
DETECTION RANGE: Full screen or Customize.

Full screen = Facial detection area is the full image view.
Customize = Facial detection within the area set.

B - Line = Draw a line to identify side A and side B. ‘Rule type’ determines facial detection area.
RULE TYPE: A→B  OR   B→A

A→B Facial detection will read figures crossing from ‘A’ side into ‘B’ side of the line.
B→A Facial detection will read figures crossing from ‘B’ side into ‘A’ side of the line.

FACE ENHANCE: enable or disable -  to improve facial detection of people that are moving.
ENABLED = LOWER IMAGE QUALITY

DETECTION MODE: Static Mode (all faces) or Motion Mode (moving faces only)
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SNAP MODE: Real-time = 2 snapshots - 1 at entry & 1
at exit.
Optimal Mode = many snapshots are taken - saves the
best one detected during triggered event.
Interval Mode = snapshots based on time interval.

APPLY MODE: Frontal view OR Multi Angle
Customize - NOT SUPPORTED

SNAP FREQUENCY: Set how many seconds between snapshots.
SNAP NUM: 1 or 2 or 3 or unlimited.

MIN PIXEL: Determines the smallest size face to be detected.
MAX PIXEL: Determines the largest size face to be detected.

SETUP > HUMAN & VEHICLE DETECTION:
CHANNEL: Select channel.
SWITCH: Turn the feature on/off for the selected camera.

SENSITIVITY: Set the sensitivity level. Lowest 0 - 100 is highest or most sensitive.

SNAP MODE: Default
Real-time Mode = 2 snapshots = 1 at entry & 1at
exit
Interval Mode = Snapshots based on time interval.
SNAP NUM: 1 or 2 or 3 or unlimited.

SNAP FREQUENCY: Set how many seconds between snapshots.
MIN PIXEL: Determines the smallest figure or vehicle to be detected.
MAX PIXEL: Determines the largest size  figure or vehicle to be detected.
DETECTION TYPE: Pedestrian / Vehicle

Select one or both options.
DETECTION MODE: Static Mode (all figures / vehicles) or Motion Mode (moving figures / vehicle)
DETECTION RANGE: Full screen or Customize.
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RECOGNITION:
RECOGNITION SETTINGS ARE FOR FACIAL DETECTION ONLY - CAMERAS MUST
SUPPORT FACIAL DETECTION DATABASE FUNCTIONS.

MODEL CONFIGURATION: You can only select one model type at a time. Select one or more cameras
of the same model.

DATABASE MANAGEMENT:
ALLOW LIST: Enable/Disable the Allow List.
BLOCK LIST: Enable/Disable the Block List.

Delete a group.

Edit a list.

Add/Create a group. (Maximum of 16 groups can be added)
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ALLOW / BLOCK LIST & GROUP LIST EDIT

Click ‘Import’
IMPORT FROM:

LOCAL IMAGE: Select a picture from a file on your computer.
CAPTURE IMAGE: Select a picture from the images found in the nvr.

A. FROM: Select a search Start date.
B. TO: Select a search End date.
C. Use the arrows to search forward or backward by one day.
D. CHANNELS: Select the Channel/s to search.
E. ALARM GROUP/S: Select the Alarm group/s to search.
F. SEARCH: Click to search.

Select an image to create a profile of an individual - click ‘OK’
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Enter any of the available information for the individual - click ‘Upload’
Click the red X to close the window.

To add more images to an individual profile - right click the image and select ‘Edit’.
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Click the large plus sign or the browse option to import more images to this individual's profile..
Click ‘OK’ when done.
Facial detection is most accurate when multiple images of the same individual are added.
Images from multiple angles - Left - Right - Front.

ALARM:

A. TRIGGER ALARM: Enable/Disable to trigger an alarm when someone from the selected Group
is detected.

B. SIMILARITY: How closely a detected face matches images in the Allow/Block & Group lists.
Setting range is 0% to 100% - click on the box to edit the percentage.

C. ALARM: Enable/Disable one or more alarm actions when an alarm is triggered in face
detection.

D. ALARM SCHEDULE: Set the alarm schedule for the cameras on that list.
E. ALARM CHANNEL: Select channels to apply the enabled alarm settings.
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PLAYBACK:
FACIAL DETECTION:

A. FACE DETECTION: Click this icon to bring up the face detection operations for playback.
B. START TIME: Select the Start Time/Start Date to search.
C. END TIME: Select the End Time/End Date to search.
D. ALARM GROUP: Select one or more groups to search.

Click Alarm Group to open up the group list for selection.
Click Alarm Group again to close the list.

E. CHANNEL SELECT: Select one or more channels to search.
F. SEARCH: Click to execute the search.

To compare detected faces shown in the search results to a previously recorded face or faces:
G. ADD: to bring up the ‘Import From’ option.
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Follow the steps to import an image (SEE PAGE 4)as seen in the ‘ALLOW/BLOCK LIST &
GROUP LIST EDIT’ section. Import one or more images to compare to the images displayed
from the facial detection search.

Select one or more of the imported images displayed above the search results images.
H. SIMILARITY: Set the percentage of similarity - range 1-100%.
I. COMPARE: Click to ‘Compare’.

J. PLAYBACK: Click to go to the video playback where the compare results were found for
an image.
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PLAYBACK:
HUMAN/VEHICLE DETECTION:

A. HUMAN/VEHICLE DETECTION: Click icon for Human/Vehicle playback options.
B. START TIME: Select the Start Time/Start Date to search.
C. END TIME: Select the End Time/End Date to search.
D. DETECTION TYPE: Select one or more groups to search.

Click Detection Type to open up the group list for selection.
Click Detection Type again to close the list.

E. CHANNEL SELECT: Select one or more channels to search.
F. SEARCH: Click to execute a search.
G. PLAYBACK: to go to the video playback where an image in the search was found.
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DOWNLOAD PLAYBACK:
FACIAL DETECTION & HUMAN/VEHICLE DETECTION:

When downloading images, snapshots or recorded video from
the recorder - you must use Internet Explorer - using the ‘Run
as administrator’ option. Right click the Internet Explorer icon,
right click  internet explorer from the list displayed. Select ‘run
as administrator’.
If you do not open Internet Explorer as administrator, download
functions will now work properly.

Before downloading any video you must set up the download path. Go to ‘LOCAL
SETTINGS’. Selecting the .AVI file format should allow you to play the downloaded
video easily from most popular video players
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K. RETURN to the previous screen.
L. PLAY
M. DOWNLOAD VIDEO: Will display available files for download.

N. SELECT FILES: Check the box to select the files to download.
O. START DOWNLOAD.
P. STOP DOWNLOAD.
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